THEORY OF INTRODUCTION
The bourgeoisie is forced to be hypocritical and call democratic republic as “all people power” or a
democracy in a general, or pure democracy, which in reality is the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, the
dictatorship of the exploiters over the working masses.
Lenin
The text that you will read below, Facebook deleted and blocked me for 24 hours "for publishing something
that is incompatible with Facebook standards".
Facebook did not block my texts, where I talked about the Ukrainian Hitlerites-Bandera. Facebook did not
block me even when I published a text in which I stated that the propensity for murder, which was engaged in
by the British in Ireland and India, English immigrants in America and Australia, was genetically transmitted to
modern Americans by inheritance, as dog’s dynamic stereotypes are inherited.
In India, the British exterminated 90 million Hindus, in North America – more than 100 million local residents
(the number is taken from the calculation with the Ferhulst equation), only 9 million Negroes died during the
transportation from Africa, American soldiers executed 1 million civilians with torture during the two months
of the occupation of North Korea.
But in the original text, I spoke out against hypocrisy, against the fake American morality.
Facebook belongs to oligarch Zuckerberg, I violated the moral standards of the capitalist Zuckerberg. The
reaction to my text make me realize that I am on the right track.
***
LGBT, according to Wikipedia, refers to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people. The term has been used
since the 1990s and is an adaptation of the abbreviation "LGB", which in the mid-to-late 1980s began to replace
the term "gay community". Since 1996, there is a LGBTQ, Q stands for "queer", i.e. "sexually not at all".
Since 1999, some patients offer the abbreviation "LGBTI", later merged with the previous one into "LGBTIQ".
Also, “A” can be added to the end in the meaning of asexual (i.e. impotent and frigid) and “P” in the meaning
of pansexual, i.e. they have a full complex of perversions, except for impotence.
In the 60s in the United States, homosexual acts, even between adults by mutual agreement, occurring in private
homes, were a criminal offense throughout the United States (with the exception of Illinois, which
decriminalized them in 1961). Twenty states had laws that allowed anyone to be arrested on suspicion of
homosexuality. In the states of Pennsylvania and California, people suspected of homosexuality could be placed
in a psychiatric institution for all life. In attempts to cure homosexuality, psychiatrists used castration, aversive
therapy, hypnosis, electroconvulsive therapy, and lobotomy.
28.6.1969 in the gay bar "Stonewall Inn" on Christopher Street (Greenwich Village, New York), a clash of
police officers and pederasts took place. The authorities immediately took advantage of this to create a series of
false political goals, including replacing the culture with a "sex culture", and even the term "gay subculture"
appeared. The historian David Carter declared that Stonewall Inn "was to the gay movement what the fall of the
Bastille was to the beginning of the French Revolution." It was the beginning of the emasculation of the
concept of "revolution". The media proclaimed that the gays and lesbians of New York had overcome gender
and class differences, becoming a cohesive community, almost the party of "United America", like modern
ruling party “United Russia”, i.e. the exploiting oligarchs and the exploited workers were declared equal.
In the 1970s, lesbians suddenly faced the question of equality with homosexuals. They viewed gender
stereotypes as a patriarchal relic. Lesbian feminists avoided the role models that were common in gay bars.
With the growth of the feminist movement, supported by the ruling circles of the leading countries of the world,
both united, later transgender and bisexual people joined them.
The police persecution of homosexuals successfully coincided with the "witch hunt" for the authorities, so the
US Communist Party became related to the movement for the rights of perverts and soon disappeared from the
political arena. Same-sex love, anti-exhibitionism (the movement for the freedom of the sale and use of drugs)

and the fashion for hippies were thrown In the youth environment by the CIA, so the powerful movement of the
60s in the United States, which included many strikes against conveyor depersonalization, was emasculated.
In June 1999, the U.S. Department of the Interior designated the building at 51-53 Christopher Street as a
National Historic Landmark. Same-sex marriage is now legal in Canada, the Netherlands, Spain, France,
Portugal, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, and the United States.
Only on December 26, 2013, President Obama signed the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal year
2014, which lifted the ban on consensual sodomy (perverted sexual intercourse), enshrined in article 125.
However, long before this moment, the bourgeois governments of the leading countries of the world included
the struggle for LGBT rights in their general policy of imposing tolerance and human rights on other countries.
At the same time, since 2014 one have banned the promotion of homosexuality in eight US states, including
Alabama, Arizona, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas and Utah. In Arizona, a ban is
imposed on the depiction of homosexual relations as a "positive alternative" of lifestyle, in Alabama and Texas,
homosexuality is "unacceptable to the general public" by law, the court insists that children in sex education
classes are taught that " homosexual behavior is a criminal offense."
At the same time, Saudi Arabia, where homosexuality is publicly executed, India, where gay men are
imprisoned for 10 years, Singapore, where gay men are imprisoned for 2 years, Malaysia (20 years), Qatar (25
years), Kuwait (7 years), Turkmenistan, where gay men are prosecuted, Egypt, where homosexuals are
punished in any process initiated by the public, Sudan, where homosexuality is imprisoned for 10 years, Nigeria
with a complete ban on homosexuality, Yemen, where homosexuals are sent to prison or subjected to public
flogging, Arab Emirates, where the head is cut off for homosexuality – they have not been subjected to any
sanctions from the US, they are not being subjected to them, and they will not be subjected to them.
The UN Human Rights Council has voted on a resolution condemning the use of the death penalty for
"apostasy, blasphemy, adultery and homosexual relations." The resolution was adopted by a majority vote: 27
countries voted in favor, while 13 voted against the resolution, and seven countries abstained. You will laugh,
but the United States voted against the abolition of the death penalty for homosexuality.
By the way, the death penalty has been preserved in a number of states, in Alabama, Virginia, Florida, etc. "by
the electric chair; in Wyoming, Missouri, California, Maryland, and Arizona, by the gas chamber; in New
Hampshire, Washington, and Delaware, by hanging; in Oklahoma, by firing squad." Dozens of people are
killed every year.
***
Sexual perversions is "a group of psycho-physiological disorders in which sexual satisfaction is caused by a
source that does not cause arousal and sexual satisfaction in a normal person.
The medical encyclopedia contains thousands of types of sexual perversions. Among them we can read about
gerontophilia (sex with the elderly), totemism (sex with things), homosexuality (same-sex sex), pedophilia (sex
with children), necrophilia (sex with corpses), bestiality (sex with animals). There was a prison article "for the
rape of cattle with a fatal outcome" in the Criminal Code of the USSR, homosexuality was also subject to
criminal prosecution. On the contrary, in Hitler's Germany, legal gay clubs were widespread.
Medical research shows that such sexual perversion as homosexuality has two socio-biological roots: 1)
unfavorable living conditions, stressful conditions, and 2) genetic abnormalities. Since at the beginning of their
appearance on the planet, living organisms were hermaphrodites (some fish species remained hermaphrodites),
genetic homosexuality is an atavism, like the remains of a tail in the form of a coccyx. Sometimes the disease
proceeds in parallel with normal sexual life, sometimes it displaces it.
Manchester, June 22, 1869, Engels wrote to Marx in London:
"... The book 'Pederast' that you sent me is the height of curiosity. It is in the highest degree unnatural exposure.
The pederasts begin to count their ranks and believe that they constitute a force in the state. All they needed
was an organization, but based on this data, it seems to already exist in secret. And since they count such

outstanding people in all the old and even in the new parties, from Rezing to Schweitzer, their victory is
inevitable.
«Guerre aux cons, paix aux trous–de–cul»! (war to the pussy, peace to the holes in the ass) - this will now be
the password.
Fortunately, we are personally too old to fear that if this party wins, we will be forced to pay tribute to the
victors with our bodies.
But the younger generation! However, it is also possible only in Germany for such a good fellow to come
forward, that turn swinishness into a theory, and proclaim: join, etc.
Unfortunately, he lacks the courage to openly declare himself "this", and he had still coram publico (in front of
all people) to operate “on the "front”, but not "immediately included in the deal," as he once put it.
But wait, when the new North German criminal law recognizes the rights of assholes, then things will go very
differently.
We poor people, who are used to acting from the front, with our childish penchant for women, will then have a
pretty bad time...» (Письмо Фридриха Энгельса Карлу Марксу, 22.6.1869 // Собр. соч. 2–е изд. Т. 32. С.
260)
Immoralism is a characteristic feature of capitalist society.
Today, LGBT is actively used by the ruling classes of the bourgeoisie to suppress the proletariat, forcing the
class struggle into a safe channel for capital to fight for the rights of "sexual minorities". So, US President
Biden called the most important goal of his presidency to increase the number of LGBT members in American
society to 50%. In his opinion, the numerical predominance of heterosexuals over gays is unfair.
***
Gustave Lebon argued: "A society devoid of ideology, and with it the national idea, can claim one name - a
herd of rams"
The United States shows the world by its example that the opposite is true: a society with a bourgeois ideology
is a herd of rams.
Capitalism is ugly. The United States is the personification of capitalism, everything is ugly in the United
States, cinema and literature, feminism and the environmental movement, love and the movement against
racism. The oligophrenia of members of the American parliament is the norm, the state standard, and the
maxims of the function of American idiocy are Bush Jr., Obama, Biden.
The previous text “From Plato to Markuse” see hear: https://aftershock.news/?q=node/769547
But in Russian.
Boris Ikhlov, 14.2.2021

